CHÂTEAU MOULIN LA GRAVIÈRE
LALANDE-DE-POMEROL

TERROIR Surface area : 4,5 hectares.
LOCATION « The plots that remained allotted, in the canton of « Chats et au Champ des
Cluzelles”, are situated in Lalande de Pomerol, all of which are beside the 89 National road.
Gravelly sand and a micro-climate…how can one not benefit from this privileged spot in Lalande
de Pomerol, to work with the vines and vinify with the same criteria of excellence and the same
implementation as the great growths of the Pomerol plateau ».
GRAPE VARIETY PROPORTION 20 % of Cabernet Franc that brings roundness,
suppleness and fruit, 80 % of Merlot that gives finesse, body and fruit. Age of vines: 20 to 50 years.
PRODUCTION Château MOULIN LA GRAVIÈRE : 21.000 bottles (based on a yield of 35 HL/Ha).
VINEYARD WORK Undertaken by the same teams as Montviel in Pomerol, the vineyard

work is effectuated with the same attention whose sole objective is quality. After the green
harvesting (if needed) and leaf thinning, the grapes are hand-picked at perfect maturity in small
12 kg cartons and then are sorted on a double sorting table without being sent through a crusher.

VINIFICATION The wines of Château Moulin la Gravière are vinified and the cellars of
Château Montviel and benefit from the modern installations for harvesting and vinification
(temperature controlled stainless steel vats). Château Moulin la Gravière is aged for 14 months in
one year old barrels.
These are wines with a great personality and an immediate seduction, gourmet wines.
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